
Like any published memoir, our own life stories should also 
come with a disclaimer:  ‘This story that I tell about myself is 
only based on a true story.  I am in large part a figment of my 
own yearning imagination.”   

 -Jonathan Gottschall, The Storytelling Animal 



i. Human growth and development moves in the direction from pre-mythic 

(birth to childhood) to mythic (adolescence to the generative years) to 

post-mythic (the time of “looking back”).   

ii. We construct Life Narratives from the Narrative Tone (comedy, romance, 

tragedy, irony), Characters and Images, and Themes that help us to 

make sense of what we’re doing, and where we belong, in the World. 

iii. A plot is moved forward when a Protagonist makes commitments to 

either Love or Power projects.  A plot moves backwards or in circles 

when a Protagonist feels unable to make Love and Power commitments. 

iv. Our life stories are creative fictions based loosely on historical facts. 

v. The words we choose to use, the Sequences (Contamination vs. 

Redemption) by which we narrate, and the audience who hear our 

stories all shape and re-construct our memory of the past as well as our 

experiences in the future.  Words create, not merely express, 

experiences.  

vi. Life satisfaction and wellbeing are, in large part, determined by the 

quality of the stories we tell about ourselves, not merely the things that 

happen to us. 
 

COURSE RE-CAP 



 

1. Early Life Blessing, or Advantage 

 

“My life… my being here in the world is meaningful and 
special.” 



“The youngest 

child in any family 

is always a 

jokemaker, 

because a joke is 

the only way he 

can enter into an 

adult 

conversation.”  



“Apart from life, a strong 
constitution, and an 
abiding connection to the 
Thembu royal house, the 
only thing my father 
bestowed upon me at 
birth was a name, 
Rolihlahla… it literally 
means ‘pulling the branch 
of a tree,’ but its colloquial 
meaning more accurately 
would be ‘troublemaker’… 
in later years, friends and 
relatives would ascribe to 
my birth name the many 
storms I have both caused 
and weathered.”  



“My brother is eight 

years older than I am.  

I was a big surprise.  

A wonderful surprise, 

my mom would be 

quick to tell you.  

Although having a 

baby at forty is a 

commonplace fool’s 

errand these days, 

back in 1970 it was 

pretty unheard-of… 

When I was born I 

was fussed over and 

doted on, and my 

brother has always 

looked out for me like 

a third parent.”  



“On the last day of 

January 1915, under 

the sign of Water 

Bearer, in a year of a 

great war, and down 

in the shadow of 

some French 

mountains on the 

borders of Spain, I 

came into the world.  

Free by nature, and 

in the image of God, I 

was nevertheless the 

prisoner of my own 

violence and 

selfishness, in the 

image of the world 

into which I was 

born.”  



 

 

 

2. Sensitivity to, and awareness of others’ suffering  



Erik Erikson 
 

“They [self-preoccupied Storytellers] are so 
preoccupied with their own problems and pursuits 
that they cannot free up enough energy and will to 

care for others and to commit themselves to 
enterprises beyond the self.  While highly generative 

adults focus attention on children and the future, 
adults low in generativity think mainly of their own 
problems and concerns.  In a sense, they are their 

own children.”  
 



3. Moral Depth and Steadfastness 

 

Highly Generative Life Stories are guided by a consistent, 
reliable Moral Principle that was internalized early in life – 
e.g. Life is sacred, Blessed are the pure in heart, hard work 
pays off, people can be trusted, the world is good, love is a 
debt that can never be paid in full, God saw all that he made 
and said “it’s good,” etc.   



  Query:   
 
Who was the wise person, or mentor, who 
taught you an invaluable, guiding truth for 
your life?   
And what truth did they teach you? 
 



4. Redemption Sequence 

 

The most important and pervasive theme in the life stories of 
highly generative adults is redemption; i.e. the experience of 
goodness coming out of badness.   

 



Query:  “middle of the story” 
  
 
Does your Life Story have a middle, or a 
central Turning Point?  If so, what was 
before the middle and what changed 
afterwards?  



5. Power vs. Love 

 

 

The protagonist of Highly Generative Life Stories experiences 
tension between his or her desire for Love vs. Power, or 
Achievement vs. Intimacy.  



“Power without love is reckless and 
abusive, and love without power is 
sentimental and anemic. Power at its best 
is love implementing the demands of 
justice, and justice at its best is power 
correcting everything that stands against 
love.”  
 
 Dr Martin Luther King Jr. 



 

6. A Future Tense 

 

An articulate vision of (a) where the story is going, and (b) 
why 



Query 
 
 
Does this feels true for you and your life? 
 
If you have a generative project, something 
you’re committed to caring for and nurturing in 
such a way that you are a gift, a benefactor, 
what is your project? 
 


